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Message from the Guest Editors

Gastroenterology and hepatology are fields of research
that have improved significantly in recent decades in terms
of clinical approach, diagnosis, and therapy. However,
many issues remain to be clarified and explored, with
many questions unanswered. For example, basic science,
including translational and clinical discoveries, supported
by technological innovations such as artificial intelligence,
will enable further steps toward better, more refined care
for many digestive diseases. Further innovations will help
physicians to improve clinical practice, to define new
guidelines, and to enable personalized care and treatment
based on patient characteristics.

The aim of this Special Issue is to highlight recent advances
and future challenges in gastroenterology and hepatology.

We solicit research papers, short reports, reviews,
systematic reviews, meta-analyses, letters to the editor,
and commentary papers.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Edgaras Stankevičius
Medical Academy, Lithuanian
University of Health Sciences,
Kaunas, Lithuania

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are invited to contribute a research article or a
comprehensive review for consideration and publication in
Medicina (ISSN: 1648-9144). Medicina is an open access,
peer-reviewed scientific journal that publishes original
articles, critical reviews, research notes, and short
communications on medicine. The scientific community
and the general public can access the content free of
charge as soon as it is published.
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